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INTRODUCTION



The Canadian Civil Liberties Association Is a national orgeelzetfon with, a cross

country membership of more than 3000 Individuals. 7 affiliated chapters and more 
than 50 associated groups which, themselves, represent several thousand people.
Our membership roster Includes a wide variety of callings and interests lawyers 

writers., housewives, trade unionists, minority groups media performers business 
executives, etc.

Among the objectives which Inspire the activities of our organization Is the desire 
to promote legal protections against the unreasonable Invasions bv society of the 
freedom and dignity of the individual. It Is not difficult to appreciate the 
relationship between these objectives and the subject of policing. With all of 
their awesome power, the police are In a position to encroach heavily upon the 

liberties of the individual.

We regret that we were unable to appear during the earlier hearings cf this Task 

Force and are. therefore, very appreciative of the arrangements that have been 
made for this meeting. Unfortunately, since it proved Impossible to notify us 

of the date for the hearing until ‘Monday of this week, the ensufp*? submissions do 

not deal with as many Issues as we would have wished.



In the coming years, there will be an Inevitable Increase In contact and conflict 

between the police and various sectors of the public.

In the first place, as our society has become more urbanized and our population 

centres more congested, we have experienced a growth In the rate of crime.

In the second place, Ontario Is becoming more heterogeneous every day. We have been 

fortunate to be attracting a wide variety of immigrants from all over the world.

In the third place,great numbers of people are undergoing intense politicization.
New pressure groups are mobilizing to represent hitherto voiceless interests - women, 

welfare recipients, students, immigrants, tenants, etc. Indeed, a major study 

reported that, within 3 few years, more than 200 new citizen groups had emerged 

in Canada - mary of them active In Ontario.

Although heterogeneity and politicization are healthy developments, they, nevertheless, 

enhance the prospects of social conflict. And Increased social conflict, even healthy 

conflict, will require the increased mediation of the law. The survival of viable 

democratic institutions will depend, to a great extent, on how fairly the law performs 

Its restraining and refereeing functions.

In practical terms, the law will most often be personified by its enforcers, the police 

For most people, their chief contact with the low will be through the police. Thus, 

people’s respect for the law will be primarily a function of their respect for the 

police.

How, then, to maintain and enhance public respect for the po*ice during an era of 

Increased social+®rbulence?

An examination of this Issue recess ?+at«?s, It an Inoulrv Into the. community s
expectations of the police. Democratic societies require their rrllc , simultaneously, 

to prefect the Interests of public order and the rights of personal freedom.

Paradox Is unavoidable. Order demands the Imposition of restraints; freedom demands 

immunity from restraints. Vet, freedom Is impossible without order and order is 

undeslreabie without freedom. The notice of democratic societies are at the centre 

of perpetual paradox.
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Traditionally. democratic societies have resolved this paradox by requiring of the 

police that they use no more fore© thnn Is reasonably necessary to ensure observance 

of the law. For the sake of upholding the law, the employment of force Is inevitable 

3ut for tho sake of protecting our freedom, the forca so employed should be minimal.

Throughout the Canadian 3i11 of Rights and Criminal Code, one will find several 
provisions which repeat this principle. Moreover, these two federal statutes contain 

a number of additional safeguards, designed to protect the citizen from undue police 
encroachment.

The central concern of this brief is that this aspect of the police function suffers 

too much neglect among some of the major police departments in Ontario. While our 

police are constantly improving upon their ability to apprehend offenders, they are 

paying toe little attention to the objective of their own self-restraint. There are 

too many indications of police insensitivity to the legal rights of those wfth whom 
they com© into conflict.

If this ’’one dimens!one 11sm” continues unabated, there is a very real danger that, 

in the era of increasau police-citizen conflict, there will be a substantial erosion 

of community respect for our law and Its observance. We voice these apprehensions, 

not out of a belief that our police departments are bad, but rather In the conviction 

that they are good. We long believed that police departments in Ontario are

among the best in North America. Bu+, in the coming years, it will be necessary that 

they be even better, that they be mora responsive to the paradoxical requirements of 

their rolo fn a free society.

*
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THE POLICE 

ANO

THE RIGHTS OF CRIMINAL SUSPECTS
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Cf al I the members of the community with whom the police come I'"’To contact

conflict, The criminal suspect raises somo of the most acute arohloms.
tho suspect Is presumed Innocent. But. In fact, the laying cf * charge ,..p i s 

a belief In his guilt. Indeed, the experience of arrest and f.rosecutton a. - so 
painful that no democratic society would wish Its police to proceed .gainst any 

one whom they thought to be Innocent. Herein lies the paradox, simultaneously, 

the police must presums that the suspect Is Innocent and believe That he Is guilty.

In Its wisdom, the law has enacted a number of safeguards tc assist In the resolution 

of this paradox. One of the most vital of these safeguards Is the Bill of Rights 

provision that arrested persons may retain and Instruct counsel without delay. This 

safeguard reflocts the law's recognition that psychologically The police desire to 

convict the accused may Interfere with their duty to protect him- ^n arrested person 

has a legal right to be released as quickly as the public interest will permit. And 

he has a legal right to refrain from answering questions. But tho longer the police 

can hold him in the Intimidating atmosphere of pre-trial custody and the more guest lens 

they can put to him, the greater the likelihood he will say something Incriminating 

tnat will assist In his ultimate conviction.

The right of Immediate resort to counsel Is the law’s antidote to police temptation. 

Since the lawyer's primary commitment Is to the Interests of tne cocusod, the lawyer 

can be more relied upon than the police to safeguard the rights of the accused. By 

himself, the accused may be too ignorant to know or too afraid +o assert his 

custodIa i rIghts.

But this can create a vicious circle. Without the affirmative co-operation of the 

police, the prisoner may be rendered unable to communicate with counsel. It the accused 

is too ignorant to know about his rights to early release and to silence., he may be 

equally ignorant about his right to counsel. If he Is too afraid to assert theso 

other rights, he may be equally afraid to assert his right to counsel. Horooever, 
even If he spoke up and demanded to consult with counsel, how is he to succeed unless, 
at the very least, the police allowed him access to a telephone?
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Indeed, It Is the experience of the Canadian Civil Liberties Association that then? 

has been a substantial lack of the requisite police co-operation. A survey which we 

conducted of 162 randomly selected arrested persons in seven Ontario cities during 
the fall of 1972. revealed that, although as many as 697 of them were Interrogated 

by the police in custody, not or.c of them consulted a lawyer prior to the interrogation. 

According to our Interviewees,+he police advised only 35 or 227 of their right to 

consult counsel. Significant also is the claim tmt only 267 of the arrested persons 

who requested it, were granted immediate telephone privileges. The other accused who 

requested access to the telephone reported that they ttxp*rfenced either outright 

denials or lengthy delays. In the result, 727 0+ those nues+ioned said they made 

statements to the police,. 707 of which were self-Incriminating.

In response to these disclosures, the Ontario Legal Aid Plan Inaugurated, during the 

winter of 1973, an emergency legal aid service in the city of Toronto. The service 

provided that between the hours of 5 p.m. and 8 a.m., publicly paid lawyers would 

be available for telephone consultation with irrested persons. The idea was to 

test this service on a pilot basis in Toronto and, if it proved successful, to extend 

if to other centres throughout the province.

During the summer of 1973, the Canadian Civil Liberties Association interviewed some 

70 randomly chosen persons who, since the inception of this service, had been 

arrested in Toronto between the hours of 5 p.m. and 8 a.m. Of this group, 51 or 

737 told us that they were questioned by the police while in custody. Again, they 

reported that not one of the prisoners under interrogation consulted with counsel 

before the interrogation. Indeed, only 10 of the arrested persons we interviewed 

claimed to know that the emergency legal service existed Incredibly, of our entire 

sample of 70 prisoners, only 6 or 97 claimed that the police bothered to tell them 

about the service. And of tho few who were so informed. 4 of them said that they did 

not receive this advice until after the interroaafIon. Only 3 prisoners said they 

requested the right to speak to the night duty lawyer. And 2 of these 3 told 

us that the police denied the request.

What we have here are striking illustrations of how non-co-operation by the police 

is undermining both the federal Pill of Rights and the Ontario Legal Aid Plan, 

indeed, the number and Impact of custodial confessions are such that In many cases,
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+he eventual Involvement of lawyers will be reduced to ritualistic significance.
Faced with Incriminating statements that are admissible as evidence, many lawyers 

advise their clients simply to plead guilty In court. Thus* the effective trial for 

8 greet many people Is not the model envisioned by tho Rill of Rights - a public 
hearing conducted, with the assistance of counsel, by an Impartial Judge. It Is a 
private Interrogation conducted, in the absence of counsel, by the very partial police

Tho police ere In the crucial position. Their conduct determines whether custodial 
legal safeguards will be upheld or Ignored.

Experience demonstrates that legal safeguards are not seIf-executI ng. In too many 
cases, the police objective of securing a conviction overcomes their duty to observe 
legal safeguards. This is just the kind of situation that can erode community respect 
for the pel ice and the law. So long as the police appear so inattentive to legal 

standards where police Interests are concerned, members of the public will be 
encouraged to be similarly inattentive where their interests are concerned. Double 

standards cannot long enduro in democratic societies.

This situation calls for government action.

The Ontario Government should Instruct all police departments and police officers to 
Inform arrested persons in clear terms of their relevant legal rights at the earliest 
practicable momen+ after the arrest Is effected. This would Include their right to 
counsel, legal aid, and emergency legal consultation. The Idea Is to universalize 

and legitimate th3 assertion of the right to counsel. °rlsoners will be less 
intimidated about seeking contact with counsel if those in authority, the police, 

advise them that it is proper to do so.

In order to make this measure workable, the Government must also instruct police 

departments and police officers to take all reasonable steps for tho effectuation of 
communication between accused and counsel at the earliest practicable opportunity 

following arrest. There is no point in having and knowing of Immediate consultation 
If access to communication Is denied or delayed. This Implies immediate access to 
the Telephone in an area sufficiently private where the conversation cannot be over
heard. It may mean also the allocation of a private room for counsel and accused to 

meet personally If they choose to do so.
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We have had enough experience to know, however, that the Imposition of Instructions 

from above are not always translated Into reality clown below. The Imo,omentat,on by 

some police officers may be half -hearted.: the rosponse by sore accused may b* non- 
assertlve. As a way of minimizing such problems, the Government should Instruct 
police, In tho absence of Imminent and overwhelming per,,, to desist from at, custodial 
interrogation until the consultation with counsel has occurred or, In the alternative, 

until the accused has specifically waived hls right to consultation.

The custodial Interrogation and the Incriminating statement represents the mos* 
prevalent and prejudicial consequence of the failure* to consult Immndlatciy with counse 

It represents also what so often motivates the no, Ice to ’’cut corners*' in thelr arrest 
and investigative procedures.

Thus IT might bn Ip if the police wore placed under a specific duty to facilitate 

consultation as a condition of their right to conduct the interrogation. Such 

measures, together with an expanded programme of night duty counsel, could alter the 

apoaarance of police Insensitivity.

Of course, the adoption of such measures might result In fewer confessions. This 

realization gives rise to a consideration of the imp,IcatIans for low enforcement.
Tc what extent would fewer confessions undermine crime resolution? How dependent Is 

the control of crime on +be results of the jailhouse Interrogation?

The American experience may provide some useful Insights into this problem. For a 

number of years, tho Americans have lived with a legal rule which makes custodial 
access to counsel a condition of admitting custodial confessions In court. Although 

this rule has led ,r many places to a reduction In the confession rate, competent 
surveys disclose no significant reductions in the conviction or crime solution rate. 
Moreover, as the Yale taw Journal observed, the practical exportence under the new 

rule has persuaded a number of top level U.S. law enforcement experts that ’’thu value 

of confessions has been grossly exaggerated”. The officials expressing such views 

include former U.S. Attorney Gcnora, Ramsey Clark, former U.S. Attorney Genera,
Nlcnolas Katzunbach, and California Attorney Gonoro, Thomas C. Lynch.

A similar opinion has be-n expressed by a group of Canadian experts. A comparative 

survey on how a numbor of countries handle the problem of custodial confessions led
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the Canadian Committee, on Corrections to remark that excessive reliance on jailhouse 

questioning may ’’actually be detrimental to law enforcement by removing the Incentive 

to develop more imaginative and effective Investigation techniques...”.

Thus, it is not at all clear that the enforcement of law Is the beneficiary cf 
custodial Interrogation. But It Is quite clear that the presumption of innocence is 
Its victim. The easier It Is tc make accused peopla talk, the gre?ter might be the 
number of arrests on inadequate evidence. The pollco will be Increasingly tempted 
to arrest on mere suspicion Ir. the hope that the Interrogation will produce the missing 
ITnks in their case. Surely, however, our legal tradition socks to protect innocent 
people no+ only against criminal convictions, but also against criminal prosecutions. 
Prosecution, itself, Is a frightening ordeal. As much as possitle, the objective Is 
to spare innocent people- this ordeal. That is why oolice should have substantial 
evidence before they arrest and prosecute.

Interrogations made, easy undermine this objective, if the interrogation Is necessary 

to make the case, 1+ Is bettor not to m?ke the arrest. On the other hand, the less 
necessary the interrogation Is to the case, the less risky it Is to dispense with it.

Even a+ that, however, it Is not the polico Interrogation per se to which we have 
taken exception. It Is the custodial interrogatIon without the effective opportunity 
for k-.gai advice. In view cf all those considerations, we believe that the 

recommendation we have made would strike a fair balance between the qoal of personal 
liberty and the goal of legal enforcement, .'toreovnr, it would assist the police 
ir resolving the perplexing paradox which Is Involve.*? In their objective to convict 
end their duty to protect the criminal suspect under arrost.
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Increasingly, the street d<jmonstratIon hrs become an Important vehicle for social 
protestors to promote the reforms they seek. Within the past decade olono, hundreds 

of thousands of North Americans have taken to tho streets on behalf of various social 
causes. Their successes have been sufficiently frequent to warrant the prediction 

that demonstrations ore likely to continue and proliferate.

There are many good reasons to anticipate such a trend. Demonstrations and parades 

both express end mobilize support for a cause. The-v convoy to the authorities some
thing of the size and concern of the cease’s constituency, fchlle opinion polls stmpiy 
count the numerical support for a given proportion, demonstrations help to measure 

tho Intensity of the feelings behind It. Moreover, they especially provide for the 

have-nots of society an inexpensive rvenue through which they can effectively part
icipate fn the social processes. Small wonder, then, that the Canadian Sill of 
Rights accords to "freedom of assembly" the status of a "fundamenTal freedom.

But In the conTrol and regulation of street demonstrations, the ocllce arc faced 

again with competing objec+lves. Simultaneously, the police rust prevent a breach of 
peace, conduct the flow of traffic, and protect the rights of demonstrators.

In the interests of cptimurr. effectiveness., a demonstration will s^ek to convey the 

maximum in numerical support and intensity of feelings. The participants will, 
therefore, strive also to be as conspicuous as possible. 3ut the larger, more 

intense,and mor9 conspicuous a demonstration Is, tho greater the risk of adverse 

effects on other community Interests. Under such circumstances It will be much harder 

to preserve peace, control traffic, and conduct commerce.

Like everyone else, the pcilc- operate under a temp+atlon to exercise whatever powers 

they have sc es to ease the burdens upon themselvos. Insofar as demonstrations are 

concerned, the totality of pollco functions will be easier to perform when the 

demonstrations are small, not very intense, and relatively removed from main arteries 

and largt> crowds. In other words, the weaker the demonstration, the easier to 

discharge the duties of the polic&. Inevitably, then, there exists some measure of 
confi'ct between police responsibilities and demonstrators aspirations.

Incredibly, many municipal parade bylaws In this province confer upon a police 

authority - commission and/or chief - the effective power to resolve this conflict.
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Many of these by-laws provide that a police authority shall determine the time and 

route of parades and demonstrations. Hut, as Indicated, the discretion to determine 

flma and route Is no routine matter. ,t can effect the potency of a dc-monstratlon. 
Indeed, to whatever extant demonstrations can be re I*gated to remote areas during 

quiet periods, they can bo deprived of followers, snf;ctators, timeliness, and media 

coverage. Thus, while the police cannot outlaw the fundamental freedom of assembly, 
they can effectively weaken Its exercise.

In Metro Toronto, thr centre of most of Ontario’s largest demonstrations, the nollco 

Corailsston, itself, has enacted a parade by-lew. Under Section 12 of the Metro by
law, no parade is nermltted on any street 'of a chiefly...business or mercantile 

character’* during hours when the street is”ordinerlly subject to great congestion 

of traffic”. What the Toronto Police Commission has decided is that virtually when
ever there is a conflict between 3 demonstrator’s interest in maximizing impact and 

the police interest In maintaining erder, the police interest will prevail. Signif
icantly, one of the few exceptions permitted In the by-law can be invoked only by 

the Chairman of the Police Commission and the Chief of Police. They can grant a 

busy street parade permit if they consider that an application has ooen made under 
unusual circumstances of municipal, provincial, or federal importance*. Thus, the 

police can make an exception if the police consider that the demonstration Is Important 
enough.

During the past few months, we have had some opportunity to observe the application 

of this exception. A group opposed to tho Viet Mam war applied for a permit to conduct 
a Yonge S+reet parade on Saturday, January 20th to coincide with demonstrations through
out the world on tho occasion of U.S. President Nixon’s second Inauguration. Thu 

demonstrators planned to march north on Yonge Street fro»n Queen Street to College 

Street. The Police Commission refused the Yonge Street portion of the request. Yet, 
a few months later, tho busy street prohibition was waived in favour of the Mystic 

Order of the Veiled Prophets of the Fnchanted Realm. This group W3S permitted to 

march down Yonge Street (from V'ellusley to Queen) at 2:30 p.m. on Friday, June 15th. 
Curiously, the llctro police authorities must have considered social ritual to contain 
more ’’unusual... Importance” for Canadians than the Viet Nam war.

Tho possession by the police of the power to determine the time and place of demon

strations cannot help but undermine the polIco-cltlzen relationship. This power appears
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to put the police In the Invidious nos I'll on of be I no able arbitrarily to weaken th? 

exercise of sc basic a right as effective freedom of assembly In the streets. *ffth 

tho Inevitable Increase we can expect In applications for demonstration permits, the 

pollea authorities will appear increasingly loss fair In the oves of social dissenters.

Of course social protestors cannot be given automatic access to any street at any tine. 

3ut the power to enact by-laws cn such matters Is essentially a legislative power.

As such. It appropriately belongs to o completely elected body rather than to a 

substantially appointee one. Indeed, on this basis, the Task Force should question 

tho propriety ef police commissions having the wide range of bv-law powers which they 

currently enjoy.

Moreover, the power to grant, withold, and set conditions for particular parade permits 

should 3,so be removed from police authorities. This cower too would be better given 

to a local political authority, in view of the conflict of Interest between police 

and demonstrators, the existence cf such power In a police body is akin to making 

the police umpires of their own ball game. Without question, police authorities 

should be consul tad for their opinions about the effects of impending demonstrations 

on other community Interests. But they should not be able to make decisions on 

the granting and conditions of such permits. Their role should be limited to the 

traditional police function of enforcing the laws that arc duly enacted and the 

decisions that are du?y rendered bv the other authorities more appropriate for such 

purposes.

The removal from the police of these powers would provide for citizens, fairer 

procedures, and for tha police, some relief from needless public controversy.

In examining the relationship between police and demonstrators, wo must consider not 

only the explicit police powers granted by parade by-laws, but also their Implicit 

powers to maintain tho public peace. Here again, we have had some Indication cf the 

police, propensity tc compromise too readily the interests cf demonstrators.

during the rather bitter strike waged In Toronto last year by the United Steelworkers 

of America against Gldon Industries Ltd., 3 cases of tho many Involving police 

Intervention wero particularly drawn to the attention of the Canadian Civil Liberties 

*ssocletlon. The Steelworkers Strike Director was arrestGd by the police on a charge 

of common assault. He was spirited away to tho police station and brought before a



court later In the day. Our I ng the course of the hear I no Iwtc- hls ore trial relfas*** 

front custody, the Crown Attorney, presumably representing The oolfco point of view, 

recommended that the union leaders release be mode suhJec'*’ 3 restriction that ne 
stay away front the vicinity of the strike-bound plant. "The court acceded to the 

request and Issued the requisite restraining order Significantly, the substance 

of the charge was that this urIon leader had allegedly spit at someone.

3y contrast, two opponents of the strike,arrested at around the same period. were 

released by the officer- In-charge with no comparable restrictions on thelr pre
trial movements. Yet the substanco of tho allegations against the strike opponents 

was substantially more serious than the allegation against the strike leader, in the 

case of one of the strike opponents, the complainant, a striking errplovao, claims 

that he was required to wear crutches for a month as a result of the accused's 

alleged assault on him. In the case of the other strike opponent the allegation 

was that he had deliberately driven hls car toward a striker’s car so «*s to force 

the striker to drive off the road.

This situation conveys the appearance of double standard justice in fhe handling of 
strikes by Toronto law enforcement authorities. Of course, this Is only one case.
In numbers of other strike situations, both in Toronto and elsewhere In the province, 
the police are reported to have conducted themselves with exemplary fairness and 

restraint. But despite such praiseworthy conduct In some labour disputes, this area 

of police activity has b^en subjected recently to a growing ber*agt- of criticism from 

a number of Important sectors of the community. Though conflicting reports make It 

difficult to discern consistent trends, we arc satisfied fnat thero Is enough of a 

problem to warrant addressing ourselves to deeper consistratlins o* police strike pollc

In this connection, our attention was drawn recently to ths. Metropolitan Toronto Police 

manual on procedures in strikes end lockout®. CS^e Scomlssion cf the Ontario 
Federation of Labour to the Task Force on Policing In Ontario, p.9). A perusal of 

this police document reveals some rather disconcerting value judgments. Although the 

manual warns the police to "ke^p an aosolutrty ImoartUl attitude' , It deals with the 

strike situation as though breaches of the peace are precipitated only by strikers. Th 

manual Instructs police officers in the cautions they should give to each side. To 
the urlon. the police ore Instructed to*P©lnt out the boundaries of private property



and caution against trespass I ng”. To management, the officers are advised to Instruc 

them that, should they have any ccwsUints regarding tho pickets, they should Inform 

the police”.

S iani f leant ly, nothin'} In the manual Is designed to warn the pickets about how to 

cope with breaches of the peace against them.

In capital letters, tho manual contains the words- ’’NO MAS$ PICKETING . In this 

connection, the police are instructed to ’’establish a maximum number of pickets 

at each entrenew (no more, than £ would usually bo required.. •)'

This instruction reveals an improper nolice orodlsoosition. Nowhere Joss the law 

prohibit mass picketing per se. \’hy, then, should the oollce presume to prohibit 

what the law permits?

It Is true that mass picketing creates a risk of unlawful conduct - assaults, 

obstructions, etc. But, despite the dangers, the duty of the police is to protect 

all lowfjl conduct, Including mass picketing. The police may and should take steps 

to prevent tho culmination cf the risks Involved. They might deploy a contingent 

sufficiently large to k?ep strikers and non strikers apart. They right Insist that th 

pickets keep moving and stand aside to permit Ingress 2nd egress. Put,general Iy 

speaking, even if it would make- their jobs easier. It is net for the pol ice to 

curtaiI tho number of pickets.

The manual says further “pickets may talk to anyone crossing the picket line, but 

thelr conversation must be in an explanatory sense7*. This misconceives the point 

of legitimate picket lines. Picket lines are not exercises in noli to discussion.

They are instruments of social pressure. The idea is to visit the collective 

contempt of the strikers on those who would cross thelr picked line. The object Is 

to make the non striker feel the weight of social ostracism every time he enters the 

impugned premises. Tho pickets may not employ physical violence but thsy may 

certainly exert social pressure. A picket line, shorn of numbers and bound by the 

canons of Emily post, would necessarily weaken tho pickets' ability to herp such 

pressures cn their adversaries.



In our view, there are only two occasions In which the police would be justified 
In Interfering with the number end conduct of pickets:

1. li the face of a specific court order to that effect
2. knen such Interference Is the only reasonable method available 

for apprehending offenders or for prevent Ino offences that 
appear Imminent.

Apart from such situations, the role of the police Is to protect, as best they can, 
all ot the lawful Interests Involved, Including the right of access to property, 
tho public peace,and the Integrity of the picket line. But, even In such situations, 
the police should Interfere with the contesting parties no more than Is reasonably 
necessary to uphold the law.

From all this, it appears that, at least in our largest municipality, the police 
involvement in strikes 4s being oriented primarily to the goal of restraining the 
pickets. There seems to be tittle countervailing concern with protecting the pickets. 
It is in order therefore, to recommend, province-wide, a new set of police 
instructions to redress the imbalance.

These Instructions should incorporate all of the foregoing considerations; i.e. they 
Should advise the strikers as well as management how to protect themselves against 
unlawful conduct - they should instruct the police to desist from interfering with 

the parties unless the above conditions apply. Most important, tho manual should 
remind the police that, in law, all parties, strikers as well as management, have 
a perfect right, short of unlawful acts, to wage their conflict as vigorously as 
they can. The role of the police is to be as even-handed as possible in the 
protection of this right.

We submit that the adoption of such guide lines would clothe the police with a more 
substantial reputation for fairness. And that would contribute immeasurably to the 

public’s respect for them.
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Periodically, the press carries stories In which tha police are accused ci using 

excessive force. Sometimes, evvn outright brutality Is alleged. Pew matters 

could undermine public confidence In the police ns severely as a reputation for 

undue violence.

In order to get sore Idea regarding the frequency of such Incidents, wo havo 

conducted e number of surveys among randomly selected samples of accused persons.

Here Is what we found.

In January of 1970, In e five-city survey across Canada of 293 accused persons, 74 

or 25C- told us they nad been physically hurt by th: pc ! Ice during their period In 

pre-trial custody. In our fall 1972 survey Involving 7 Ontario ci+ios, of 162 

arrested persons, 41 or 25$ said they had suffered physical abuse at the hands 

of the police. In our summer 1973 survey In the City of Toronto, of a sample of 85 

arrested persons (including 70 arrestGd at night and 15 by day), 25 or 29$ reported 

that the police had committed assaults upon them.

Of course, this Is a ore-sided story. We have hero only th. repr .sensations, 

parceptlons, and recollections of ths people under arrest, however, this material 

Is submitted not as the final word on Th»? i.xtent of police abuse. It Is submitted, 

rather, as an indication that police abuse Is a recurring rather than a completely 

isolated ph-.-ncrcnon. To quote the words of an Ottawa Journal editorial, commenting 

cn our 1970 survey,

’...yet when all allowances arc made, tho study regains 
profoundly disquieting. Even If the C.C.l.A. study Is 
only half right, reform is needed.”

One of the significant aspects of this troublesome Issue Is that In The greatest 

number of cases there has been and will be no attempt to conducT an Impartial inquiry 

Into tho frets. With very few exceptions, the courts that trv tnc charges against 

these accused people hear none of these allegations. Generally, the pre-trial conduct 

of police officers and jail attendants Is Irrelevant tc- thn Issue the courts have to 

determine, namely the guilt or Innocence of the accuse I. Thus, usually the only way 

to obtain an Impartial Inaulry Into these matters Is for the accused, himself, to 

initiate some action.
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Wo have questioned accused people about this too.

Wc nave found that the overwhelming number of people who complain about police attacks 

resolutely refuse to taka any action for tho redress of their grievances.

In our ,970 survey, of 59 grievors whom we were able to interview about this, only 
7 or 1215 proposed to do anything by way of retaliation. In our ,972 survey, of 4, 
arrested persons who alleged that the police had assaulted them, only 3 or 7? said 
that they Intended to take retaliatory action. In our ,973 survey, only 3 or ,25*. 
of the 25 complainants indicated That they would be seeking redress.

In all cases, we questioned the reluctant complainants as to why they refused to 
take action. On all three occasions, the overwhelming number insisted that it 

would do no good.

In our opinion, there would appear to be some basis for the scepticism expressed by 

these complainants. At present, redress against police misconduct can be secured 
primarily through th© courts of law and the boards of police commissioners.

Criminal prosecutions in court are handled by the same 3rown Attorney who is in 

daily co-operation and association with the police. Because of this, many complainants 
will fear that prosecutions of police will not bo as vigorously pursued as prosecutions 
by police. When the accused Is a police officer, the complainant would not expect 
fellow officers to perform the kind of conscientious investigation that characterizes 

their other work. Moreover, a criminal conviction against a police officer requires 
the same standard of proof as a conviction against anyone else - proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt. In the case of police officers, this will be very difficult to

achieve because the greatest number of incidents involving accusations of police 
wrongdoing take place In relatively secluded areas where the only corroborating 
witnesses are fellow police officers.

Nor does civil court action for damages appear as a very satisfactory avenue. Civil 
litigation is expensive, time consuming, and emotionally taxing. Negotiations for 

settlement, examinations for discovery, innumerable motions, trials, and appeals 
could take years to produce results. Very few people have the resources to 
investigate the facts, engage counsel, withstand pressure by the police, and handle 
the many expenses which arc Inevitably Involved.
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Nhlle the boards of police commissioners may process complaints more expeditiously* 
the concern Is that they will handle them less Impartially. Police commissions 

are responsible for the dally administration of police departments. They ere, 
therefore, concerned with the public Image, efficiency, morale, and legal liability 

of the police force. As a result, there Is an Inevitable conflict Qf Interest. They 
must reconcile the noed to vindicate the rights of citizens w *h the need to 

protect the Interests of the police- Thus, no matter how fairI,» police commission:* 
may perform in particular cases, they will not be pgrcQIved as Impartial,

To Its credit, the Metropolitan Toronto Police Commission, on at least one Important 
occasion, has acknowledged this dilemma. In the fall of 1972. when the Ukrainian 
Canadian Committee complained about police misconduct in the handling of the Ukrainians* 
demonstration against Soviet Premier Kosygin, the Police Commission requested the 
Ontario Attorney General to establish an independent public Inquiry. The Commissioners 
are reported to have said that they would not appear sufficiently impartial for such 

a task.

Indeed, If a police commission lacks an adequate appearance of impartiality when the 

complaints of Ukrainian citizens are concerned,how will they secure the requisite 
appearance of impartiality when the complaints ot other citizens are corcerned?

We believe that r.ew legal machinery is required to deal with the disturbing problem 
of citizen grievances against the police. This machinery must furctlon as expeditiously 
as the police commissions, as impartially as the courts, and more flexibly than both.

In this regard, we propose the establishment, throughout the province, of an independ

ent citizens' committee on police relations. In the interests of public acceptance, 
this committee should be composed of citizens representing a wide cress section of 
community involvements and concerns. In the interests of public crellbility, most 
committee members should have no connections with the police departrer-t or Its 
administration. In the interesfsof effectiveness, the committee sh>u d be given a 
staff and budget adequate to perform their functions with independence and vigor.

We seek to impose the independent citizens committee between the police commissions 

and the public. V/hen complaints and conflicts arise, the committee could act between 
the police interests and the citizen Interests. Now, let us consider Its functions 
and procedures.
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Upon receiving a complaint from a citizen who claims 1*> lave been mistreated by the 
police, the independent citizens’ committee, through its staff, would conduct, as 
expeditiously as possible, a thorough investigation Int* all of the facts. Once 
the complaint has been filed, the committee should b empowered to follow It through, 

with or without the complainant’s support. This s oeld minimize the attempts to 
pressure the complainant into withdrawal. Moreover, s> ch an approach recognizes that 
not only the aggrieved citizen but also the entire pi lie has an Interest in the 
investigation of charges concerning police misconduct.

The committee’s Investigation could produce a variety of alternatives.

One possibility is that the committee Investigators might uncover facts which reveal 
no fault whatsoever on the part of the accused polite r1 fleer. If that be the result, 
the role of the independent citizens' committee wouid to to make a statement to the 
complainant in full explanation and exoneration of the police officer's conduct.
It may be that there will be some difficult legal issues which require clarification.
A proper role for the committee is to interpret police behaviour under such cir
cumstances. The significant point to observe here Is that exoneration of a police 
officer emanating from an independent citizens’ committee will carry greater public 

weight than if it had emanated from the Internal administration of the police 
department. Such a body Is more likely than a pol’ce commission to preserve the 
police-citizen relationship when the facts recu r< exoneration.

Another possible result of investigation Is a find Ik of partial or total fault on 
the part of the accused police officer. At th s point, a proper function for the 
independent citizens' committee would be to at’.'amp f conciliation of the dispute.
This might take the form of an apology or the payment of a damage claim from the 
police department to the complainant. It Is not cifficult to imagine how such 

expeditious settlements could preserve Intact the toI Ice-citizen relationship.
Again, we believe that the attempt to settle would bo more successful where there 
Is a mediator between the police and the citizen,

The third alternative resulting from the Investigation would be a finding of total 

or partial fault on the part of the police officer and a failure on the part of the 

committee to effect a satisfactory settlement. In response to this set of circumstances, 
we believe that the independent citizens’ committee should be empowered to convene 

a public hearing to inquire Into the entire matter.
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In view of the fact that, at this stage, the committee would have formed Its own 

view of Ihe case, the members of tfcn Hoard of Inquiry which 1$ established to 
conduct the hearing, should be Independent both of the police department and the 

citizens’committee. Tho Board of Inquiry should allow al, parties to present their 

case In a publ iiotosnur .I’ve, /one concerned, including the complainant, the police 
officer, and 1 >e citizens committee should be entitled to counse, and to a 
thorough presentation of Their evidence and arguments. In the result, the Board x 

of Inquiry should make a Ending On all the facts In the dispute.

At this point* it is Important to note that, under our proposal, neither the 
citizens’ committee nor the Board of Inquiry would have the power to Impose a 
binding decision. The citizens’ committee is confined to investigation and conciliation 
the Board of Inquiry is confined to determining the facts. The decision as to what 
to do about the f lets that are found, would remain where it is today, in the hands of th 
police commiss o s. But the police commissions would make their decisions under the 
influence of an independent inquiry. We do not seek to divest the police commissions 

of their responsibility to administer police departments. We seek only to create a 
fact-finding mechanism which will enjoy greater public confidence.

As an additional measure to strengthen these processes, we would recommend that the 
Independent citizens’ committee have a right of access to Jails, police stations, 
and police vehicles. These are the places which give rise to the most serious 
allegations of police misconduct. Again, we do not seek for the citizens’ committee 
a power to control or Interfere with police activities. We seek only an effective 
opportunify to observe these activities. The mere knowledge on the part of th© 
police that they could be observed at any time by such Independent witnesses would 

act quite often as a deterrent to the commission of misconduct and Impropriety.

With the growth of police-citizen contact and conflict, we can expect an increase 
in the number and Intensity of grievances against the police. It Is Important, 
therefore, that we establish the kind of grievance machinery which will enjoy 
public respect. Such machinery would accrue to the benefit of the police-citizen 

relationship in all Its aspects.



COMPETENCE, MORALE. ANO ORIENTATION



Throughout this brief we have addressed ours.’ves to th© paradoxical demands tHt 

democratic societies impose upon their police departments. Simultaneously, our society 

insists upon the vigorous pursuit of offenders and the scrupulous oofence of th» ir 

rights. To end, we have recommended a number of measures, the observance cf 

which might moke less difficult the never-ending challenge o* resolving this

paradox in its countless manifestations.

Be that as it may, however, them is no substitute for the recruitment and training 

of a highly competent police force. The minimization of physical force puts a 

premium on the development of Intelletual skills. • •

At present, only a grade 10 formal educatloi Is requlrod of our police recruits. I 
our community wishes to Improve police performance by a shift In emphasis from 

brawn to brain, It must recognize the importance of attracting candidates with a 

higher record of intellectual achievement. For somo years, the Police Association 

has been requesting a minimum educational requirement of high school graduation.
This seems more compatible with the demanding nature of police functions. To 

whatever extent it is Impractical to make an immediate transition from grade 10 

to high school graduation, we should begin, at least, the process of gradual 

transition. We should initiate a programme of steadily Increasing the educational 

requirements until a more acceptable level Is reached.

But high school graduation should tie regarded only as a minimum requirement. The 

complex character of police responsibilities requires that the education of pollfee 

officers never cease. Department policies should be designed to encourage the 

continuing improvement of the officer’s academic and intellectual qualifications; 

Programmes should be developed wherein officers are subsidized to go to school. 

Moreover, in recognition of thelr having achieved higher educational levels, they 

should be awarded pay increases and promotion credits.

One of tho skills which must be made more readily accessible to police departments 

is fluency in the many languages spoken throughout the community. In the Invest Igat I or 
of offences, the provision of protoctioris, and the handling of conflict effective 

communication is obviously essential. In our present pluralistic milieu, uni lingual 

facilities will not suffice. To the many Immigrants and native Indians,, unfamiliar



our language and our customs, contact with the police can be a needlessly 

intimidating ordeal. But if encounter*- with these people could be conducted in 
tleir native tongues, the police could become a resource to be used, instead of 
slnply a force to be feared. Accordingly, we suggest that police departments 
establish, within their structures, a readily available multi-Iingual interpreter 
se vice. This could be done by recruiting more police officers who speak different 
lar uages, and by bringing in expert non-police personnel for such assignments.

inded, another way of improving upon the general competence level of police activity 

is tr make greater use of non-police exports. Some outside experts might even be 
hirec as full-time employees for certain branches of our police departments. For 
example, there have been periodic suggestions that accountants might be usefully 
- : --ed in the fraud squads and lab technicians in the laboratories. Subject to 
the adoption of safeguards to protect the normal processes of promotion for regular 
polic<; personnel, the growing uso of non-police experts could enhance both the calibre 
of investigations and even the stavo of department morale. Surely, it would better 
serve the interests of regular police personnel for them to be relieved of what are 

essentially non-police functions.
/

This brings us to a broader consideration of the issue of police morale. Morale, 

of course, is a factor which can seriously affect police performance. We believe that 
the police In this nrovlnce have a number of legitimate grievances concerning the 

way they are treated on the job. We fear that, under such circumstances, it will 
become increasingly difficult to recruit and retain greater numbers of high calibre 
people for this vital pub I c service.

A number of Ontario police departments subject their officers to excessive restrictions 
regarding their personal deportment. While no one can seriously quarrel with the 
next for some measure of discipline and decorum, one can and should question some 

of the extremes that are involved. For example, during the summer of 1973, In the 
m'dst of 90 degree '/Gather, a police officer was charged with Insubordination for 

removing his cap in a department automobile. Indeed, some departments specifically 
require their officers to wear long sleeves, caps, and ties even In the sweltering 
heaf of Ontario Summers, it is difficult to conceive how less constricting 
att’re would undermine police performance. On the contrary, we believe that greater
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consI deration for the officer would promote greater conscientiousness on his part. 
Police regulations should be modernized throughout the province. The regulations 

to be imposed should extend no further than what Is reasonably required for efficient 
performance.

These excessive regulations point up the existence of a serious Inequity In the 
handling of police grievances. What avenues of redress are available for the 
hapless officer who was caught without his cap? How can he challenge the charge 

of "Insubordination"?

In Ontario today, police officers do not have tho minimum kind of job security enjoyed 
by unionized Industrial employees. They are not entitled, as of right, to Impartial 
arbitration of discipline and discharge grievances. If a police officer wishes to 
challenge the propriety of discipline which has been imposed upon him. he is 

confined to appeals within the polico commission structure. Where unionized industrial 
employees can appeal disciplinary action to impartial arbitration, police officers 
are at the mercy of their employers and those who share their employers* Interests.

Significantly, we have removed from the police the most potent Instrument of self- 
help, the right to strike. Elementary equity requires that. In view of the demands 
we make and the rlqhts wo remove, we ensure to police officers the minimal 
protections whteh unionized industrial employees enjoy. Pollen morale and performance 
also require it. Accordingly, we recommend that police officers be given the 
right of Impartial arbitration, Independent of police departments end police 
cur...ilss Hns, for al i disputes arising out of their employment status.

In order to perform their paradoxical functions, our police departments must pay

heed not only to their level of competence and morale, but also to their philosophlca'

orientation.

As much of the foregoing material reveals, the dominant objective of our police is 

the prevention of crime and the apprehension of offenders. As important as thlj 
objective is, it is not sufficient. It must be supplemented by a concern with he 

protection of people’s rights, including the rights of suspected, potentIn I, and 
actual offenders.
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Our police officers will be better equipped to perform their competing roles If they 

actually be!Ieve In such values. Accordingly, we submit that the policy of the 

Government should Involve the active promotion, among our police personnel, of the 

values inherent in the Gill of Rlchts and our fundamental freedoms.

• '
Perhaps the best opportunity for the Implementation of such a policy lies In the 
police training programme At present, this programme seems to contain relatively 
little emphasis on human rights and civil liberties. This should be changed. Efforts 

should be made to increase the police officers1 understanding of Inter-group 

differences. They should be exposed to the diverse culture patterns which exist in 
our community. They should he made sympathetically aware of the special problems of 
the socially vulnerable segments of our population - the poor, the immigrants, the 

Indians, etc. And police trainees should be especially sensitized to the rights of 
those with whom their Interests often appear to conflict - suspects, demonstrators, 
pickets, etc.

Our community Is rich in resources which, until now, have been only sporadically 
used in police training. V’e have several universities and community colleges, all 
with flourishing departments in the social sciences. Ontario Is the home base of 
the Canadian governmental experts on race relations - the Ontario Human Rights 
Commission. We have a number of large ethnic groups with sophisticated organizations 
and personnel. There are agencies specializing In community development and problems 

of the poor. Alt of these resources should be more involved In the training of the 
police.

Moreover, the bulk of police training should not be confined to the pre-service stage; 
it should be an ongoing part of the officer's life. Every new social development 
should be accompanied by new in-service training courses.

In addition to formal training, police departments should arrange, on an on-going 

basis, seminars and discussion groups where police and the representatives of various 

Interest groups can meet informally to discuss the resolution of thler differences. 
Face-to-face contact Is a potent antidote to Insensitivity. In this connection, 
we suggest that members of the police commissions and candidates for promotion 
within*polIce departments be chosen, In part, on tfcbe basis of their social sensitivity 
and their demonstrated concern for civil liberties.



In abort, from the comission office to the paddy wagon, the objective must be 

to employ all the resources ot our disposal to promote reverence and respect for 

the libertarian values in our tradition and law. Without such an orientation In 

the police, our most ingenious rules, safeguards, and policies will serve us little. 

With such an orientation in tne police, our democratic structures will have acquired 

a vital capacity to face their impending challenges.



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENCATIQNS



The Canadian Civil Liberties Association requests the ^rtarlo Task Force on
Policing to recommend to the Ontario Government the following measures

I. Instruct all police departments and police officers to Inform 
accused people In clear terns, at the earliest practicable 
opportunity following arrest, of their relevant leoal rights 
Including their right to counsel, legal aid. and emerponcv 
legal consultation.

2 Instruct all police departments and police officers to take 
reasonable steos for the effectuation of communication between 
the accused and counsel (Including immediate telephone orlvlleges 
In a situation of privacy), at the oertlest practicable opportunity 
following arrest.

3. Instruct all notice departments and police officers that In the 
absence of imminent and overwhelming peril, they should conduct 
no custodial interrogations unless*

(a) the accused has consulted counsel, or
(b) the accused has waived his right to counsel

4. Remove from police authorities the power to determine the times 
and routes of parades and demonstrations.

5. Issue to police departments and police officers, throughout 
Ontario, new written Instructions recardlnc the handling of 
strikes and picket lines. In addition to containing a reminder 
that all parties have a righ+ to wace their conflict as vigorously 
as possible, such Instructions should require that the police

(a) advise the strikers as well as management how to protect 
themselves against unlawful conduct and

(b) desist from interfering with the parties., unless 
there Is a court order, or unless such Interference is
the only reasonable method available to apprehend offenders 
or prevent offences that appear imminent.

6. Create a new independent citizens’ committee on police relations 
with staff, budget, and legal rower to

(a) Investigate and attempt to conciliate all citizen complaints 
of misconduct against the police (this would include a right 
of access to jails, police stations, and police vehicles) and

(b) establish, where necessary, boards of Inquiry independent of 
both the citizens' committee and the police commissions to 
conduct full and fair public hearings and make findings of 
fact with respect to unsettled complaints. (The police 
commissions would retain the power to make whatever decisions 
they deem appropriate after receiving the board of inquiry 
renort.)



7 Encourage In the notice a higher level of Intellectual compotence by 
Ca) requiring that recruits be at least high scr.ool graduates,
(b) providing subsidies, cay Increases, and promotion credits

to police officers who take additional courses and attain 
higher educational levels,

Cc) making greater use cf non-col ice expertise, and 
Cd) providing for a r Jtl-l Ingual Interpreter service.

$. Improve the morale of police personnel by
(a) limiting regulations to vba+ Is reasonably necessary for 

efficient performance, and
Cb) providing that police officers nay reso-t to Impartial 

arbitration In all disputes Involving thelr employment 
status.

Promote a positive human rlahts and clvl 
throughout our police departments ty 

(a) greater emphasis on such Issues i 
in service training programmes,

on an on-going basis, seminars and

l.berties orientation

nre-service and

Cb) conduct Inn
discussion croups involving police and representatives 
of various Interest groups, and 

Cc) including such concerns In personnel and promotions 
policies.

Respectfully Submitted

CANADIAN CIVIL LIBERTIES ASSOCIATION
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